
Upcoming 1st Grade 30 Day Summer Challenge! 
 

Writing 
Directions: Complete this challenge sheet if you will be entering 1st grade in the fall.  For each activity listed below, you must write at 

least two sentences. Use as many descriptive words as you can in your writing. You may include pictures! They can be hand drawn, from 

a magazine, newspaper, or from photos.   

Activity #  Date Standard Task 
Parent 
Initials 

1.   ELA CCkW3 
Summertime is great for the outdoors. Go for a walk.  Write a story about your 
walk.  

 

2.   ELA CCkW2 What is your favorite thing to do when you play outdoors in the summer?   

3.   ELA CCkW2 
What is your favorite thing to do when you play inside? Why do you play inside 

in the summertime? 

 

4.   ELA CCkW2 
If you could go on a summer vacation anywhere in the world, where would you 

go? 

 

5.   ELA CCkW2 
Make a list of groceries that you think mom or dad should buy for you from the 

store. 

 

6.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about an animal you would like to have for a pet.  

7.   ELA CCkW2 What would you do if there was a dragon stuck under your bed?  

8.   ELA CCkW3 What is the funniest thing that you have ever seen?  

9.   ELACCkW1 What is something you would like to learn more about?  

10.   ELA CCkW3 What kind of pet do you think a teacher should get for their classroom?  

11.   ELA CCkW3 What is the best movie you have ever seen?  

12.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about your favorite book.  

13.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about your favorite holiday. Explain why it is your favorite.  

14.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about your favorite restaurant. Why is it your favorite?  

15.   ELA CCkW1 Write a poem about what you think next school year will be like.  

16.   ELA CCkW1 What is something you love about yourself and why?  

17.   ELA CCkW1 Using old newspapers and magazines create a collage and write about it!   

18.   ELA CCkW2 Make a list of the things you are most thankful for in your life.  

19.   ELACCkW1 Which season do you think is the best? Why?  

20.   ELA CCkW2 Explain why you think summer vacation should last longer.  

21.   ELA CCkW2 You just won $1,000,000. Explain what you would do with all of this money!  
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22.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about a time when you were kind to someone.  

23.   ELA CCkW2 Tell about your favorite song.  

24.   ELA CCkW3 Write a story about the mysterious box that you just found in your bathtub.  

25.   ELA CCkW2 What is something that makes you ANGRY!!!!! and why?  

26.   ELA CCkW1 Tell about your favorite sport. Why is it your favorite sport?  

27.   ELACCkW2 
Write a letter to your teacher last year. Tell them about your favorite day in their 

class. 

 

28.   ELACCkW2 
Write a letter to your teacher last year telling him/her what you will remember 

about them? 

 

29.   ELACCkW2 What would you do with a magic wand?  

30.   ELACCkW2 
Compare and contrast your Dad's driving verses your Mom's driving? What is 

the same and what is different about the way they drive? 

 

31.   ELACCkW 2 
Compare and contrast your Mom's cooking verses your Dad’s? What do you 

like and dislike for each?   

 

32.   ELACCkW1 
What is your favorite cereal? Write a letter convincing your mom to buy you your 

favorite cereal. 

 

33.   ELACCkW3 
Pretend that your backyard has become a mysterious island. Write a story 
about what happened on your first day on the island?   

 

34.   ELACCkW3 
Pretend that you went into your closet and were suddenly transported to 
another world! Write about your adventurous day in this other world.   
  

 

35.   ELACCkW2 Tell about a good movie you saw this summer.   

36.   ELACCkW2 Write directions on how to make one of your favorite summer dishes!  

37.   ELACCkW2 
Are you going to any camps this summer? Choose a summer camp and write 
about what you did in the camp.   

 

38.   ELACCkW2 Write about your day at the beach!     

39.   ELACCkW2 Write about your day at the pool!  

40.   ELACCkW3 
Are you nervous about the first day of school? Write a letter to your new 
teacher. 
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Math 
Directions: Listed below are 40 different math challenges that you can choose from. For 30 days throughout the summer, you should 

choose one challenge a day. To complete each challenge you must do what the challenge states, but also explain your thinking in a math 

journal.  

Activity #  Date Standard Task 
Parent 
Initials 

1.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 Can a person be taller than a school? Why or why not? Explain.   

2.   CCGPS.K.CC.6 
Compare the numbers 2 and 6 using the words greater than, less than, or equal to. Explain 
using pictures and words. 

 

3.   CCGPS.K.CC.4 Count how many jumping jacks you can do in a minute. Record the number.  

4.   CCGPS.K.CC.2 
Counting backwards between two numbers can be tricky. Say all the numbers between 38 and 
25. Record these numbers in your journal.  

 

5.   CCGPS.K.CC.2 
Counting between two numbers can be tricky. Say all the numbers between 11 and 27. Record 
these numbers in your journal.  

 

6.   CCGPS.K.OA.2 
Draw a picture to represent this problem:  
Sarah has three stickers. She gets some more and now she has nine stickers. How many 
stickers did she get? 

 

7.   CCGPS.K.MD.1 
Find 5 items from around the house and arrange them from heaviest to lightest. Draw a picture 
of your items in order and label them.  

 

8.   CCGPS.K.G.2 Find three circles in your house. Draw and label a picture of them.   

9.   CCGPS.K.CC.1 
How high can you count? Can you make it to 100? Count for an adult and try to make it to at 
least 100.  

 

10.   CCGPS.K.CC.1 
How many coins can you find around the house? Go on a treasure hunt and count how many 
coins you have found. Record your findings in your journal. 

 

11.   CCGPS.K.OA.1 
How many legs are in your house? Explain using picture, numbers, and words. Don’t forget to 
include your pets! 

 

12.   CCGPS.K.OA.4 How many people live in your house? How far away from 10 is that? Draw a picture and explain.  

13.   CCGPS.K.CC.1 
How many pieces of clothing can fit in a load of laundry? Help an adult do the laundry and count 
as you put the clothes in the washer. Is this number more than you expected? Explain.  

 

14.   CCGPS.K.NBT.1 How many tens does the number 18 have? How many ones?  

15.   CCGPS.K.OA.3 How many ways can you make seven? Use drawings or numbers to show all the ways.  

16.   CCGPS.K.OA.3 How many ways can you make ten? Use drawings or numbers to show all the ways.  

17.   CCGPS.K..CC.4 
How many windows are in your house? Write that numeral and attempt to write the number 
word.  

 

18.   CCGPS.K.CC.4 
Sing the first verse to the song “The Wheels on the Bus”, how many times do you say the word 
round.  

 

19.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 Trace your foot and then trace something smaller than your foot.  

20.   CCGPS.K.G.5 Using materials you find outside, create these shapes: square, triangle, and rectangle  
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21.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 
Using the words taller and short, compare the heights of two people in your house. Draw a 
picture and write you comparison sentences.  

 

22.   CCGPS.K.CC.6 When would you use the words “equal to”? Explain using numbers, pictures, and words.   

23.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 
Write a story about a seesaw. Make sure to use the words heavier and lighter. Include an 
illustration.  

 

24.   CCGPS.K.G.5 Using materials you find outside, create these shapes: circle, and hexagon  

25.   CCGPS.K.CC.4 
Draw a picture of something you ate today. Be sure to label how many items there are. 
(example: draw a picture of 25 goldfish crackers and label it “25 goldfish”) 

 

26.   CCGPS.K.OA.3 How many people live in your house? Is this number closer to 5 or closer to 10? Explain.   

27.   CCGPS.K.G.3 
Play “I Spy” with an adult in your home. Focus on spying two-dimensional shapes (square, 
circle, triangle, rectangle, and hexagons).  

 

28.   CCGPS.K.G.2 
Find two different items in your house that is a triangle. Draw and label these two items. How do 
you know it’s a triangle? 

 

29.   CCGPS.K.OA.3 
Draw a picture to represent this problem:  
Chris has thirteen toy cars. Some are blue, some are red, and some are green. How many of 
each color are there?  

 

30.   CCGPS.K.CC.1 
How many toys can you pick up in ten seconds? Have an adult time you as you pick up as 
many toys as you can. Then sit down and count how many toys you picked up. 

 

31.   CCGPS.K.G.2 
Look outside your window, what shapes do you see? Draw and label a picture of what you see 
out your window.  

 

32.   CCGPS.K.CC.6 
Using a small snack or manipulative, pick up as many as you can with your right hand and 
record that number. Then repeat with your left. Create a sentence using greater than, less than, 
or equal to to describe what you could pick up.  

 

33.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 
Using the words longer and shorter, compare the length of hair between two people in your 
house. Draw a picture and write you comparison sentences.  

 

34.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 Trace your hand and then trace something larger than your hand.   

35.   CCGPS.K.MD.2 
Write a story about two monkeys in the tree. Make sure to use the words higher and lower. 
Include an illustration. 

 

36.   CCGPS.K.CC.4 
How many letters are in your first name? How many letters are in your last night? How many 
letters are there in your first and last name altogether? Write your first and last name and label 
the number of letters in each. 

 

37.   CCGPS.K.OA.2 
Draw a picture to represent this problem:  
Tameka has eight flowers and she gives some to her friends. She now has five flowers left. How 
many flowers did Tameka give away? 

 

38.   CCGPS.K.G.1 Write a sentence using the word in front of. Illustrate your sentence.   

39.   CCGPS.K.G.1 Write a sentence using the word above. Illustrate your sentence.   

40.   CCGPS.K.G.3 
Play “I Spy” with an adult in your home. Focus on spying three-dimensional shapes (cubes, 
cones, cylinders, and spheres).  

 

 


